There are a number of databases we subscribe to that contain predominantly Australian content. The AustLit database focuses on Australian literature and has an authoritative database about Australian literature and storytelling, with biographical and bibliographical information, full text, exhibitions, and rich online.

Key databases for Australian Literature:
- APA-FT: Australian Public Affairs Full Text via Informit contains the journal indexing of the APAIS bibliographic.
- The ProQuest Psychology Journals database provides full-text access to one of the largest online psychological literature databases with over 750 international journals.
- Informit Literature & Culture Collection (ILCC) is a full-text archive of every issue of Australia's best-known literary and cultural magazines spanning the past 70 years.
- Databases cover education, legal, cultural, health, environmental, social, economic, and political research.

AustLit: the resource for Australian literature.

The major database for literary research, the MLA (Modern Language Association) is the best index to use to find citations to books and articles on Australian literature. Most Informit databases are produced in Australia and contain mainly Australian content.

Covers current affairs, economics, humanities, law, literature, politics, and social sciences.

Journal Articles & Databases:
Find Journal articles using the Australian Literary Studies bibliographies:
Earlier articles of Australian Literary Studies.

UoN Library News:
Database Maintenance – Saturday 1st August 2015 – ClinicalKey.

Read more:
AUSTLIT - Australian Literature Database
Australian Accounting.

Enter University of Western Australia (or UWA, or University of WA) in the search to find journals related to Australian literature published in a range of journals and databases.
AEI-ATSIS is a bibliographic database that provides access to Australian literature in education and training relating to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander.

Swinburne Library databases: I. conference papers, working papers and other grey literature sourced from the Engineers Australia library collection. Projects will build on the research strengths in Australian literature at UNSW the ARC-supported AustLit database and the research interests of A/Prof Moore.

Case Study. I am looking for Australian literature of the Great War. We can use the AustLit Australian literature database. In the Advanced search function, under.

ARLIT (Archives and Records Management Literature in Australia and New Zealand) - is a bibliographic database that indexes articles from published material.

A Companion to Australian Literature since 1900 (Camden House Companion how to find journal articles for essay research using Library Databases Using OneSearch will search across a number of databases at one time. AMED A comprehensive index to the world's literature in the life sciences including.

Another Australian database from the Informit publishers which also includes some children's literature articles. Licensing and Resource Information.

Antipodes : a North American journal of Australian literature : the publication of the A large collection of abstracting and fulltext databases providing Australian.

An international bibliographic database covering the literature on all aspects of This bibliographic database provides access to Australian literature.